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29er Euro Cup Final, 22 – 25 Oct 2023, Riva del Garda, ITA
Addendum #1 to the Sailing Instructions (SI)

Changes to SI 6
The first sentence of SI 6.1 is changed to: “The regatta will consist of a Qualifying series and a Final series.”
In SI 6.1(c) is changed to: “THREE races are required to be completed by each fleet to constitute the regatta.”
SI 6.3(c) is deleted.

Changes to SI 7.5
SI 7.5 is changed to:
“TWO days of qualifying races and TWO days of Final races are scheduled. However, if less than four races of the qualifying series are completed by all fleets by the
second racing day the qualifying series will continue on the third racing day and the final series will be sailed on the fourth racing day. If by the third racing day less than
four races of the qualifying series are completed, the qualifying series will continue on the fourth racing day and the final series will not be sailed.”

Changes to SI 19
SI 19 is changed as follows:
“19.1 When in the qualifying series FOUR or more races are completed by all fleets the worst score of each boat shall be excluded from her qualifying series score.
19.2 If at the end of the qualifying series some boats have more race scores than others scores of those boats most recent races will be excluded so that all boats have
the same number of race scores.
19.3 When FOUR or more Final Series races have been completed in final series fleets, a boat’s Final series score shall be the total of her Final series race scores
excluding her worst score.
19.4 RRS A5.2 is changed as follows: The scores will be based on the number of boats of the largest group in either the qualifying or final series.
19.5 Each Final series fleet will be scored separately. Different final series fleets need not have completed the same number of races. The boats in the Gold fleet will be
ranked highest in the regatta, the boats in the Silver fleet will be ranked second and so forth.
19.6 In each Final Series fleet the sum of the Qualifying Series score plus the Final Series score will be the overall points for the Regatta score.”
19.7 To request correction of an alleged error in posted race or series results, a boat shall complete a scoring enquiry form available on the event website.
Riva, 22 October 2023,
Domenico Guidotti, PRO
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